In this work, we try to construct anew types of groupoids and disucss their properties.
Introduction:
The conceept of groupoid is one of the means by which the twentieth century reclaims the original domain of appliication of group concept. In 1920's Brandt and Baer gave the algebraic theory of groupoid .In 1950's Ehresmann introduced the groupoid in to the differential geometry. Also the concept of groupoid action is due originally to "Ehreesmann (1959), generalizing the group action in his work on fibre spaces". Dieudonne, J.; introduce to modern analysis to Lie groupoid (1968) . Berson, G.E.; introduce to compact groupoid (1972) In this paper, we study the basic construction of groupoid space and we divide into two sections. In section one, we give definition examples and theorems about groupoid and morphism of groupoid . In section two, we introduce subgroupoid , normal subgroupoid and transitive.
1. Category , Fiber product , Groupoid , morphism of groupoid .
(1.1) Definition(2)
"A category C consist of : (1.2) Notation's (1) The category of sets and maps which we denote by M .
(2) The category of continuous maps and topological spaces which we denote by T .
(1.3) Definition(5)
"A pair of sets (T,Q) is a groupoid on which are given :
(1) Two surjections ,:TQ called the source and the target mapping respectively (iii) The map τTQ×Q ; τ(t)((t),(t)) its said to be the transitor of T and y T x = -1 (y, x) , for all x ,yQ".
(1.5) Example
Let Q be anon-empty set . The Cartesian product T = QééQ is a groupoid of base Q as follows =pr 4 , =pr 1 , (x)=(a,é,é,a) for all aQ where éé is the identity element in ήή and the partial composition is given by (z,é,é,w´)(w,é,é,x) = (z,  (é,é,é,é),x) wherever w´=w and  is a law of composition in ήή . The invers element of (a,é,é,y) is (y,é,é,a) , where  is the inversion law of T . This groupoid is called DeŚcartes groupoid . (1.7) Theorem: Let ( , ) and ( , ) are both groupoids then the tensor product (  ,  ) be a groupoid .
Proof:
Where =  ,=  and 
it refers to the invers element of    and (x)= is said to be the unite an item in  associaated to the element x  .Also we write (  ,  )= (  )(  ) ,  it refers to the groupoid and  is said to be the base One more time , we say that  is a groupoid on  .
(1.8) Corollary:
Let ( , ),…,( , ) are groupoids then the Tensor product (  ) is a groupoid .
Proof:
Same the prove of theorem (1.7) .
(1.9) Definition(8)
Let A and B are both a subgroupoids of T (where T be a groupoid ) then the direct sum AB satisfy the following : (1) A+B = T , (2) AՈB={0} .
(1.7) Theorem: Let ( , ) and ( , ) are both groupoids then the direct sum (  ,  ) be a groupoid .
Proof:
(1) ,:    (  )=  , (  )=  ,for all    and    ,
Where =  ,=  and
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So we get ((  ),  )= ((  )) , And (  ,(  )) =(  ,  ) =  ,((  )) =(  ) =  Hence we have (  ,(  )) =((  )) for all    We write (  ) =(  it refers to the invers element of    and (x)= is said to be the unite an item in  associaated to the element x  .Also we write (  ,  )= (  )(  ) ,  it refers to the groupoid and  is said to be the base One more time , we say that  is a groupoid on  .
(1.11) Corollary:
Let ( , ),…,( , ) are groupoids then the Tensor product (  ) is a groupoid .
Proof :
Same way the proof of theorem (1.10) . Such that (a) (( , , (( , ),( , ))) = (( , ),( , ))=( , )  ((( , ),( , ) ),( , )) = (( , ), , )) = , ) So we have  (( , , (( , ),( , ) )) =  ((( , ),( , ) ),( , )) For all (( , ),( , )) , (( , ),( , ))     ) (b) ((( , ),( , ))) = ( , ) = , ) ( , ) = ( , ) So we get ((( , ),( , ))) = ( , ), ((( , ),( , ))) = ( , ) =( , ) ( , ) =( , ) So we get , ((( , ),( , ))) = ( , ) for each (( , ),( , ))    ) (c) (( , ),(( , ))) = (( , ), ( , )) = (( , ),( , )) = ( , ) ((( , )),( , )) = (( , ),( , )) = (( , ),( , )) =( , ) , for all ( , )   (4) :    (a) (( , )) = ( , ) = ( , ) , ( , )= ( , ) We conclude (( , ))= ( , ) , (( , ))= ( , ) = ( , ) , ( , ) = ( , ) For any ( , )   (b) (( , ),( , )) = (( , ),( , )) = ( , ) , (( , )) = ( , ) = ( , ) So we get (( , ),( , )) = (( , )) , And (( , ),( , )) = (( , ),( , )) = ( , ) , (( , )) = ( , ) = ( , ) Hence we have (( , ),( , )) = (( , )) for all ( , )  We write ( , ) =( it refers to the invers element of ( , )  and (x) = is said to be the unite an item in  associaated to the element x  .Also we write (( , ), , )) = ( , )( , ) ,  it refers to the groupoid and  is said to be the base One more time , we say that  is a groupoid on  . (1.15) Theorem Let ( , ) and ( , ) are both a groupoids then
Proof : of (1)
And ((((ⱱ   ),((    ))),((    ))) = (((    )),(    ))) =    )) So we get 
And 
(2.3) Definition(3)
Let (T,Q) be any groupoid . A normal subgroupoid of (T,Q) is a wide subgroupoid H such that for all hH and tT with (t)=(h)=(h) we have tht -1 H .
(2.4) Definition(7)
"A morphism of groupoid is a pair of maps :(T n-1 ,Q n-1 )(T n ,Q n ) are a morphism then the composition    :SS n be a morphism .
